
Example: The knives’ blades are blunt. (knives)

Example: The children’s section of the library has many books. (children)
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Plural Possessive Nouns

Plural nouns that end with "s" are made possessive by an apostrophe being added to

the end.

Irregular plural nouns that don't end with "s" are changed into possessive by an

apostrophe and an "s" being added to the end.

Fill in the blanks with possessive forms of the nouns in parentheses. 

Amanda bought1) collars for her pet poodles.

(dogs)

The2) nets were cast into the sea.

(!shermen)

The3) legs are likely to wobble.

(tables)

The4) instruments inspired Little Ruth.

(musicians)

Timothy, a zookeeper, checked the 5) locks.

(cages)
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Example: The knives’ blades are blunt. (knives)

Example: The children’s section of the library has many books. (children)
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Plural Possessive Nouns

Plural nouns that end with "s" are made possessive by an apostrophe being added to

the end.

Irregular plural nouns that don't end with "s" are changed into possessive by an

apostrophe and an "s" being added to the end.

Fill in the blanks with possessive forms of the nouns in parentheses. 

Amanda bought1) dogs' collars for her pet poodles.

(dogs)

The2) !shermen’s nets were cast into the sea.

(!shermen)

The3) tables’ legs are likely to wobble.

(tables)

The4) musicians’ instruments inspired Little Ruth.

(musicians)

Timothy, a zookeeper, checked the 5) cages’ locks.

(cages)
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